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Emerging Companies Fund 

Fairview Equity Partners is a smaller company Australian equities manager. The Fairview Equity 
Partners Emerging Companies Fund seeks to provide capital growth and some income by 
outperforming the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index over the medium to long term. 

Performance Return 

 

* Returns shown are gross at a manager level (pre fees)              
# Annualised. Fund incepted 8 October 2008 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of the future performance. 
 

The fund modestly under-performed the benchmark during the month of April after a period of 
strong performance in the previous quarters. 

Performance and Market Outlook 

April was a very quiet period in terms of corporate news flow and the dominant thematic during the 
month was the substantial sell off in technology companies and the modest weakness in higher P/E 
stocks. We had been flagging for some time our concern on many of the valuations being ascribed 
to high growth stories and accordingly the correction in such stocks that occurred during April was 
not a major surprise. It is also worth observing that the massive increases seen across many 
technology sectors were not necessarily accompanied by any major changes to company 
fundamentals with many of these stocks remaining concept plays and a long way off putting any 
major runs on the board. 

Our policy on these sectors is to have only a very small proportion of the fund invested in 
these more embryonic business models and only when they are already demonstrating 
reasonable cash flows and we have sufficient visibility and confidence in the potential ramp up 
in earnings. Presently we have less than 2% of the fund spread across 6 companies that 
would fall into this category. 

In terms of outlook the smaller companies rating remains at elevated levels compared to the last 20 
years and prices now will require improved earnings to progress further from here.  

 

Period ending  
30 April 2014 

1 
Month 

3 
Months 

1 
Year 

3  Years 
p.a. 

5 Years 
p.a. 

Since 
inception# 

Fairview Emerging 
Companies Fund* -1.83% 6.48% 11.99% 9.26% 23.12% 19.17% 

S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries 
Accumulation Index -1.24% 2.46% 2.06% -4.89% 5.78% 2.94% 

Excess Return* -0.59% 4.01% 9.93% 14.15% 17.34% 16.23% 

Net Fund Return  
(after fees & expenses) -1.92% 5.23% 8.92% 5.33% 18.73% 14.87% 
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The challenge for the Fairview team is to continue to identify and invest in those companies that 
display such qualities. In our view fund out-performance will continue to be a significant driver of 
absolute returns given these current market valuations 

Performance Attribution 

We highlight below the largest positive and negative relative performance contributors during the 
month of April 2014. 

Positive contributors Negative contributors 

Ainsworth  Overweight G8 Education  Overweight 

Prana Ltd Not Held iBuy Group Overweight 

Independence Group Overweight Mayne Pharma Group Overweight 

Flexigroup Overweight Nearmap Overweight 

TPG Telecom Limited Not Held Fairfax Media Not Held 

 

Number of stock holdings at 30 April 2014: 60 
 

 

 

 

 
Contacts 

Fairview Equity Partners Pty Ltd  Client Services 

Level 17, 90 Collins Street Phone:  1300 738 355  

Melbourne 3000 Email:    info@nabinvest.com.au 

Phone: (03) 9929 9441 

Fax: (03) 9650 6199  

www.fairviewequity.com.au      

AFSL 329052 

 

Important Legal Notice:                                                                                                                                                       
Antares Capital Partners Ltd ABN 85 066 081 114, AFSL 234483 (‘ACP’), is the Responsible Entity of, and the issuer of 
units in, the Fairview Equity Partners Emerging Companies Fund (the ‘Fund’). An investor should consider the current 
Product Disclosure Statement (‘PDS’) and Product Guide for the Fund in deciding whether to acquire, or continue to 
hold, units in the Fund and consider whether units in the Fund is an appropriate investment for the investor, and the risks 
of any investment. The PDS and Product Guide are available from www.nabinvest.com.au or by calling the Investor 
Services Team on 1300 738 355.This report has been prepared in good faith, where applicable, using information from 
sources believed to be reliable and accurate as at the time of preparation.  However, no representation or warranty 
(express or implied) is given as to its accuracy, reliability or completeness (which may change without notice). This 
report does not take account of an investor's particular objectives, financial situation or needs. Investors should 
therefore, before acting on information in this report, consider its appropriateness, having regard to the investor's 
particular own objectives, financial situation or needs. We recommend investors obtain financial advice specific to their 
situation. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Any projection or other forward looking statement 
(‘Projection’) in this report is provided for information purposes only. No representation is made as to the accuracy or 
reasonableness of any such Projection or that it will be met. Actual events may vary materially. Any opinions expressed 
by ACP constitutes ACP's judgment at the time of writing and may change without notice. An investment in the Fund is 
not a deposit with or liability of National Australia Bank Limited (‘NAB’) or any other member of the NAB Group of 
Companies (‘National Australia Group’) and is subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and 
loss of income and capital invested. Neither ACP nor any other member of the National Australia Group guarantees the 
repayment of your capital, payment of income or the performance of your investment. NAB does not provide a guarantee 
or assurance in respect of the obligations of ACP, the Fund or Fairview Equity Partners Pty Ltd. 


